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2017 has been a busy year for the Gosling team. An 
exceptional medley of exciting commissions plus events and 
launches at home, the USA, Monaco, Venice and Istanbul.
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Istanbul, the city that refl ects cultural infl uences of so many ruling empires, 
proves to be the prefect place to really push the design boundaries of furniture 

for a Bosphorous Palace.

Gosling was delighted to win the Furniture Award for The White Carbon Fibre 
Lounge Tub Chair at the Cipriani in Venice for the International Yacht 

and Aviation Awards, an iconic piece designed by Phil Sturdy AKA Mr Curve. 
...very Moody Blues 1980’s.
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Oh Deer… Taylor Howes invited Tim to decorate a charity wreath for 
Place2Be’s Carol Concert. Q. How many glittery baubles and candy sticks 

does it take to decorate a deer’s head? A. Lots!       

Keep up with the Goose Chase...

Sycamore House has had many makeovers in 2017… new colours, new auction 
fi nds… a real treasure trove of the old and the new… perfect for location 

and fashion shoots. 

Tim was honoured to be on the selection committee at The LAPADA Art 
& Antiques Fair in Berkeley Square. The perfect opportunity to enjoy the 

beautiful stands... and to sneak in some antique shopping.      

Tim’s annual visit to the Monaco Yacht Show judging super yachts for 
The ShowBoats Design Awards was the perfect end to a busy Summer season.
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It was inside out for the Gosling Summer Solstice Cocktail party. 
A Caribbean theme with a twist of Regency.
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Decorex 17  provided the ideal show case for the Gosling Deco Desk and 
venue for a series of drawing masterclasses curated by Tim. 

Exceptional craftsmen demonstrated drawing, gilding, vellum wrapping 
and glass decorating. 

Tim plays host to Interior Design teams once a month, sharing his love of 
craftsmanship, materials and ephemera. The perfect moment to catch up on 
the latest news, views, trends and techniques. If you haven’t booked into a 

‘Studio Show & Tell’, give us a shout. 
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